09543 vase ‘Elis’

cm 60x15 h 20

Vase and bowl Elis
I played with the form of ellipse.
The vase, extraordinary and with majestic dimensions, is connoted by the three breaches
which characterize the contour and allow to combine with great creativity the most diverse
flower arrangements.
The bowl is the result of alteration of early ellipse across various pleatings executed out of
axis, reaching strong variability in perception of the shape, appeal of illusion.

09548 bowl ‘Elis’

cm 64x20 h 10

Picture frames Up
As frequently we like, we have broken with the current concept, which in the case of
picture frame wants a thin metal foil sheared and applied on a ready-made backside
structure. I thank to give again poetry to this object by making it completely by hand,
using a thick metal sheet and ‘zero waste’. The metal is decorated with some of our
hand hammered textures, then restored the flat surface, therefore the center is not
removed but bended to obtain the support, sweetly arched, to achieve a sensual curve,
that allows the placement both horizontal and vertical.
Unprecedented the wood small frame and support, realized in solid zebrano and
rosewood.
No maintenance required, as all protected by varnish.
Available in 3 canonical sizes – cm 9x9, 9x13, 13x18 – and in 4 versions.

09706L / 09708L / 09709L

09706S / 09708S / 09709S

shiny silver, texture ‘aghi’, rosewood cm

matt silver, texture ‘canapa’, rosewood

cm

17x17 / 17x21 / 24x29

17x17 / 17x21 / 24x29

Madurai

The gorgeus architecture of the vases & candlesticks
Madurai is completed with the third, small size
09647B

candlestick/vase Madurai

cm h 25 dm 13

Doppio Vortice

Light is energy, energy is movement.
Swirling in idea and in execution, skillfull result of 68 solderings
09655

candle holder ‘Doppio Vortice’

cm 6x6 h 27

Coppa Noce

Echoes of seeds and dried fruit, of rich underbrush,
thriving organic stuff also recalled by the texture ‘pagliuzze’

09724 / 09725 / 09726

oval bowl ‘noce’

cm 12x9 / 18x13 / 24x17

Velvet
Still new proposal for the collection which has collected so much approval.
The distinguishing feature of this collection of items for the table is the use of a satin metal
that has a velvety texture. This is the first time that we dare to offer
this finish for products other than decorative objects:
the surface reflects a moon-white colour, while the texture lends a mysterious substantiality to
the metal and makes it pleasing to the touch. The shapes are extremely simple and clean,
with contours that “distort” the basic forms, confounding the perception
while creating spaces that suggest a handle.This minimalism is not a purely stylistic choice –
playing around the symbolism of the circle that turn and transcend into elliptical, but rather
reflects the design objective:
to create extremely practical objects that are easy to handle and use and that meet
the demands of contemporary lifestyles. The practicality of the pieces is enhanced by the
textured surface – in addition to being aesthetically appealing, it makes the objects impossible
to scratch. It should be mentioned that this unique surface decoration is obtained through skilful
and patient hammering by hand.

09885

oval tray

cm 53x34

09891

09836S

underplate cm dm 33

fruit bowl cm 42x37 h 8

9836

salad bowl

cm 42x37 h 8

6 millions drops awake

50.501

wall sculpture ‘6 millions drops awake’

cm 100x90x6

pennelli&martelli

50.101
50.101B

square tray ‘amore’ (blue)
square tray ‘amore’ (yellow)

cm 31x31
cm 31x31

50.103 square bowl ‘amore’ cm 15x15
50.105 round box ‘amore’ (blue)
cm dm 11 h 7
50.105B round box ‘amore’ (yellow) cm dm 11 h 7

50.112
50.115
50.117

rectangular tray
‘gioia’ cm 41x25
small rectungular tray ‘gioia’ cm 16x10
oval box ‘gioia’
cm 16x9 h 7

